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About This Game

Get behind the wheel of a racing rally car or a truck and go head to head against other rival AI racers in gorgeous locations,
from the hot unforgiving desert, to the icy mountains or volcanic island. Climb hills, race down slopes, speed through obstacles
and beat the other AI players. Do you have what it takes to win all races, become first and unlock new locations and vehicles?

Each race earns you points, which you can spend on cars and tracks. Try to collect the most pickups to increase your overall
awarded points after each race.

The cars take damage, if you're low on vehicle health your engine will explode. But fear not, harder race tracks have pickups,
which will restore your car by 50%. If you're low on health just go through one such pickup and fix your vehicle.

The game features leaderboards for each level, meaning you can compare your time against that of everyone else. Try to get as
higher in the rankings as you possibly can.

Be careful of which vehicle you choose for the different tracks. Some cars or trucks are better suited for the given track, while
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others, even though faster, will not be the best choice. Choose wisely!

A score(in seconds) is posted every time you get a better result in the current track. This means, that each time you complete a
lap on a given track your best time on this location is compared to your previous posted time on this track and, if the time is

better, a new score is posted on the leaderboard.

Want to climb higher in the leaderboards? Give your car some boost. Upgrade your engine and downforce. This will improve
your car's speed, acceleration and grip, meaning you'll take those turns faster, reducing your overall time.
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Title: Looney Rally
Genre: Indie, Racing, Sports
Developer:
BeshevGames
Publisher:
BeshevGames
Release Date: 17 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: AMD Phenom II X4 or Intel Core i3-7100T

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 5000 or Radeon R5 M320 or GeForce GTX 280M

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 512 MB available space

English
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looney rally

Odd sense of humor and graphics that reminds me of old Sierra games. Fun.. To put it simply, if you were a fan of the first
game Heroes Rise: The Prodigy, then your going to fall in love with this game even more. Its obvious that the developer stepped
up his game quite a bit, making this my favorite one in the series for now. If you didn't like the previous game, then your going
to hate this one just as much.. This game really surprised me, great great game.

if you like space shooters and beat style games then this is the game for you.

recommended +. come on make it last abit longer..... Too many bad design decisions to get recommendation.... No access to the
menus, clunky controls and overall lack of polish. Did not really enjoy this one.
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Shattered Throne is sort of a hybrid between Nintendo's Advance Wars and Fire Emblem games. From Advance Wars it takes
the basic flow of gameplay: make money, build units, trade casualties, capture buildings, as well as COs and CO Powers. From
Fire Emblem it takes the fantasy-medieval setting and individual unit level-ups. That being said, Shattered Throne brings many
new mechanics to the table which set it apart from these games.

The meat and potatos of combat in this game is the combo system. Units are afflicted with a "combo" when struck, up to a
maximum of three. Combos reduce their defense and counterattack strength, but will only stick around if the unit suffers many
consecutive attacks. If any other action is taken (attacking a different unit, not attacking, ending the turn, etc.) the unit loses all
combos and regains its usual stats. Since most units in the game are actually quite tough, an attacking player must be careful not
to lose their combos before the enemy unit is dead.

Thankfully, Shattered Throne also has an "undo" function. You can reverse any move you have made during the current turn,
allowing you unlimited flexibility to optimise your moves prior to ending your turn.

The rest of what this game has to offer is better experienced than explained. If you're a fan of Nintendo's old turn-based strategy
games, you will definitely enjoy Shattered Throne. Even if you've never heard of those games, Shattered Throne is still a worthy
addition to any TBS gamer's library.. Gets really boring after 10 min. I have not played vanilla so I dont know if this review will
be helpful for you, but I played it with the fantastic LOTRTW Modification, and it was ALMOST as good as Third Age but not
good enough. Overall (again I havent played the vanilla Alexander (but have clocked over a thousand hours into Rome 1 on the
disk version) I would recommend it just for that Mod.. This game is very short but hell is it fun, believe it or not there is actually
a small underlying story to the whole game (which i won't mention to save the laughs) and the create realises how dumb it is
which makes it even more enjoyable.

Highly recommended for the price, brill game to cheer you up.. Legit this weapon pack is just for the lols, they all have nice
stats but are mainly for looks :P. What you get:
Test out 3 classes.
Wizard, Archer, Gunslinger
Wizard is frustrating as you can't just cast the spell pattern.
Gunslinger is more fun but guns need to feel punchier.
Archer is clearly the best class and more fun.
One Enemy asset.

Alot is missing from this game.
No NPC
No player character models.
No enemy AI
No other players.
Only one enemy asset.
Maybe no actual server?

The description accurately says what this is. Its a concept demo asking for money to complete this project.. There are obviously
issues that need to be addressed but I can tell the developer(s) are passionate about this. So I'll list its problems below.

 Keep working on the localization. There are still some grammatical errors here and there.

 When playing using mouse and keyboard, and I try to move the camera by holding the right mouse button, the camera
stops moving once I reach the edge of my screen.

 Make combat feel a little more responsive. Sometimes when I'm fighting something, I wanna feel like I'm attacking
them. Their health decreases as I attack, which is definitely good, but try to make it flashy so it's clear that we're
fighting. Don't get me wrong, it's good, so let's expand upon that.
I think it's an otherwise promising title, so I'll tell you what: I'm gonna hold onto this so that when you continue working
on it, I can come back and play the game. Good luck.. The Last Birdling is not for the faint of heart. -My own being one
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of those. I had bouts of crying, shouting at my monitor and constantly feeling distressed and unnerved. The Last Birdling
is part horror, part thriller and part love, and it\u2019s up to you and your choices which will have the strongest impact
on the 5 possible conclusions. Our two female protagonists in this fantasy fable is the birdling Bimona (Bibi), and the
human Tayo (Yoyo). Birdlings are a humanoid race with many of the characteristics of birds, and them and humans
don\u2019t mix. In fact, a war, a few decades past, made humans kill out all the birdlings to the very brink of extinction.
When Yoyo and Bibi have a chance meeting deep in the forest as kids, an unlikely strong bond and growing love takes
hold of both them and our now branching story. -And it really is a great tale, in all it\u2019s gory detail. With everything
you\u2019ll need from a great visual novel, from great music, really great art, lots of save spots, gallery, ingame
encyclopedia etc., there really is nothing at all I can fault with The Last Bridling\u2026 well maybe a frayed heart.. Very
impressed! While some may feel (correctly), that this is not a game, these VR "experiences" still provide much
opportunity to entertain as the developer VROOM has crammed in many little details that elevate this to near simulation
status, while also providing the user with many items to interact with.

Pro's: SCALE!! From the very start, you can appreciate the incredible sense of scale this experience provides. You start
off in the middle of a Galleon, with the first thing that catches your eyes are the high mast, then the size of the ship, the
cannon's, etc. Not that I've ever been on one but.., it just feels right and the 3D conveyed here once again shows why VR
is a winner to anyone who tries it!

Graphics: Everything is rendered well, with above average texture work. The water though helps elevate the experience
to another level as it's quite beautiful and flat out hypnotising. I caught myself staring a few times, just looking out into
the distance.

Interaction: There are many items (the description lists 74). I won't list them here (the entire point of VR experiences is
to... experience these for yourselves) but there's a sufficient amount that it should lead me to keep searching to find them
all. I will say some of the secrets show a decent amount of imagination! LOL Word of warning... stay off the sauce; if
not, you'll regret it.. especially in VR!! :)

Issues: The only glitch I've seen on the current version is once I was in the water, depending on where I gaze, there
seemed to be glitches on the edge of my peripheral vision. Nothing horribly bad nor that distracting but should be
mentioned just the same.

Recommendation: For me, absolutely a worthwhile experience, however, there is always room for improvement. Same
as others, I would love to be able to sail and/or attack other ships but understand the engine doesn't currently allow this
level of interaction while keeping this required frame rate. Fair enough, but maybe more could be added via:

- something to keep track of the interactive objects you've discovered (ie; achievements). This would greatly expand on
the user's need to keep exploring (we love to catch ‘em all!)
- more items to interact with, I guess we can never have enough ;)
- Adjusting the canon's so that we can turn them into a target mini-game (or sinking ships in the distance along the lines
of classic arcade games of old... including keeping track of high-scores)

Recap and rating: although not a game per say, this experience still hits home and is a success. There's lots to do, the
quality is evident and although there is room for improvement, IMHO from a POV of experience, it's a worthwhile
investment. I rate this experience a 4 out of 5 stars.

looking forward to seeing what's next from VRoom!
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